In order to model thixoforming processes, previous papers presented a thermo-mechanical onephase modelling. This first version of constitutive model revealed several limitations: the model could not degenerate properly to pure solid or liquid behaviour neither to free solid suspensions. The aim of this paper was to propose solutions to overcome these limitations.
Introduction
Semi-solid thixoforming is a forming process at temperatures located inside the fusion interval. It relies on a semi-solid microstructure (represented on the micrograph in figure 4 and illustrated in figure 2 ) made of globular solid grains more or less connected to each other, thus forming a solid skeleton deforming into a liquid phase. This particular microstructure makes semi-solid materials behave as solids at rest and as liquids during shearing and causes a decrease of the viscosity and of the resistance to deformation while shearing. In a previous paper [1] , we presented a thermo-mechanical one-phase modelling in order to predict die filling. In this kind of model, the material is regarded as a single continuous phase and the relative displacement between the phases can not be taken into account.
This first version of constitutive model revealed several limitations: the model could not degenerate properly to pure solid or liquid behavior neither to isolated solid agglomerates. The aim of this paper was to propose solutions to these limitations. The presented models have been implemented into the finite element code METAFOR and used to simulate a compression test.
The basic idea is to extend the Norton-Hoff law to solid hypoelastic formulation, considering the elastic part of the deformation as well as two non-dimensional internal parameters: the liquid fraction f l and the cohesion degree λ.
Nowadays, there is still a dispute over whether thixotropic semi-solid alloys display yield or not. We decided here to use a finite yield stress since a vertical billet does not collapse under its own weight unless the liquid fraction is too high. Furthermore, this choice allows us to predict the residual stresses due to elasticity.
The choice of a non-rigid solid formalism is motivated by the fact that such formalism offers the possibility to analyse the residual stresses after cooling down to room temperature. Actually, such formalism expresses the stress rate state in term of the strain rate state while the liquid formalism uses a stress -strain rate relationship and predicts a stress state of zero as soon as the deformation stops. In the elastic case we have -Solid formalism:ṡ = E 1+νD -Liquid formalism: s = ηD where s andD are the deviatoric stresses and strain rate matrix respectively, E is the Young modulus, ν is the Poisson ratio and η is the viscosity. In the visco-plastic (non-elastic) case, an internal parameter describing the memory of the material is used. It is the equivalent plastic strain rate˙
which is calculated by the extended consistency equation.
The internal parameters f l and λ have been introduced to simulate the complex rheology of semisolid materials, under both steady-state and transient conditions. For example, the peak of viscosity at start of a fast loading should be appropriately reproduced.
Thus, the extended consistency equation is written as
where σ V M = 3/2 s : s is the equivalent Von Mises stress, σ y the yield stress and η is the apparent viscosity defined by analogy with liquid formalism.
Different models based on this formulation have been proposed. Both internal parameters have been enhanced and the evolution of the yield stress and the apparent viscosity with the internal parameters have been described by several hardening and viscosity laws.
Initial model
This model has been presented in details in [1] , we will just remind its main features.
Cohesion degree
The first internal parameter is the cohesion degree λ and is illustrated in figure 2 . During the process, the material structure changes with the strain history due to the agglomeration of the particles and the breaking of the grains bonds. So, λ is a structural parameter that characterizes the degree of structural build-up in the microstructure and can take values between 0 and 1: λ = 1 if the structure is fully builtup and λ = 0 if the structure is fully broken. Then, the evolution of the structural parameter λ is described by a differential equation that describes the kinetics between the agglomeration of the solid grains and the destruction of the solid bonds due to shearing:
where a, b, c and d are material parameters. It is assumed that the structure is fully built-up at the start of the forming process (λ 0 = 1).
Figure 2: Illustration of the cohesion degree λ
We can define the steady-state (or equilibrium) cohesion degree λ e , at whichλ → 0:
So, another equivalent form of the differential equation (2) to evaluate the cohesion degree expresses that the evolution of the cohesion degree is proportional to the distance from equilibrium:
If we solve Eq.(2) or equivalently Eq.(4) on a small time step ∆t (where we can assume that the equivalent plastic strain rate is constant), we get
Liquid fraction
The second internal parameter is the liquid fraction f l . It depends only on the temperature by the steadystate Scheil [2] equation:
where r is the equilibrium partition ratio, T s and T l are the solidus and liquidus temperatures respectively.
Viscosity law
The basic Norton-Hoff law reads
This law has been adapted to thixotropic behavior by introducing both internal parameters via the viscosity parameters k and m. The viscosity increases with the cohesion degree, but decreases with melting. Thus, we have
where 3 and m 4 are material parameters.
Yield and isotropic hardening law
An extended Shima and Oyane [3] isotropic hardening law has been used. As a liquid does not display yield, this law takes into account a decrease of the yield stress with temperature elevation. A term of linear hardening has been added to initial Shima and Oyane law in order to meet a classical linear hardening law at solid state (f l = 0). It is expressed by
where σ 0 y is the initial yield stress, h 1 and h 2 are material parameters.
Enhanced proposed model
The initially presented model suffers a few drawbacks that we will try to make up.
Cohesion degree
In the previous model, the liquid fraction and the cohesion degree are defined independently, which is not physically based. Actually, the cohesion degree depends on the liquid fraction since it should be zero at liquid state, and unity at solid state. There can be no solid bonds at a fully liquid state and a solid structure must be fully built-up. So, this model is not extensible to pure solid or liquid behavior.
To overcome this limitation, we can use a cohesion degree that depends on the liquid fraction. By solving the differential equation (2), we can adapt it and introduce the liquid fraction in order to degenerate properly to a pure solid or liquid state behavior. We geṫ
Thus, we have
Liquid fraction
In the previous work, several trials of introducing the cohesion degree into the hardening law had been made but were not efficient [1] . Here, we propose to use a new internal parameter: the effective liquid fraction f ef f l instead of the liquid fraction in the hardening law. The effective liquid fraction excludes the liquid that is entrapped inside the solid grains (see micrograph in figure 4 ) and that does not contribute to the flow. With the breaking of the solid bonds some of this entrapped liquid is released, so f ef f l is expressed in terms of the cohesion degree as
Viscosity law
The previous viscosity law is not extensible to a fully broken structure. In this case, λ = 0 and can not act on the apparent viscosity anymore, this last one keeps increasing with the strain rate (see [1] ). So, we propose a combination between the behavior of a built-up structure described by (7) and (9) and the low viscosity of free solid suspensions. This leads to a quadratic interpolation between both behaviors, illustrated in figure 3 :
where η susp and η skel are the viscosity of the free solid suspensions and the solid skeleton respectively, and are written as
with k and m described by Eq. (9) (m 3 = m 4 = 0). 
Yield and isotropic hardening law
The extended Shima and Oyane isotropic hardening law (10) has been used with the effective liquid fraction in place of the liquid fraction, this introduces the cohesion degree.
Micro-Macro model
This model proposed by V. Favier et al [4] has been implemented in METAFOR. It individualizes the mechanical role of the non-entrapped and entrapped liquid and of the solid bonds and the solid grains in the deformation mechanisms. The microstructure is represented by "coated inclusion" (Fig.4) , the inclusion is composed of the solid grains and the entrapped liquid whereas the coating, called the "active zone" is composed of the solid bonds and the non-entrapped liquid.
Cohesion degree
The cohesion degree can also be regarded as the solid fraction of the active zone. Here, we assume that the structure has enough time to reach an equilibrium and the cohesion degree is a steady-state explicit function of the strain rate. This function is obtained by solving Eq.(11) and neglecting the time Figure 4 : Microstructure of semi-solid alloy and schematic representation in the micro-macro model [4] dependent term (same form as Eq. (5)). Also, it is assumed that above a critical liquid fraction f c the solid phase appears as isolated agglomerates so that λ is zero. Overall, the cohesion degree is written as
Viscosity law
To determine the viscosity, a self-consistent approximation is used at two scales. The apparent viscosity is deduced from the apparent viscosities η A and η I of the active zone and of the inclusion respectively that are both calculated from the liquid and solid behavior, according to Eqs. (19) to (23) :
with
and where A s I , and A s A are the localisation variables of the solid phase in the inclusions and in the active zone respectively and A I is the localisation variable of the inclusions in the global semi-solid material. These variables depend on the three viscosities η A , η I and η, which gives a system of 8 equations for 8 unknowns that is solved numerically by Newton-Raphson iterations.
Yield and isotropic hardening law
A common linear isotropic hardening law has been used. The hardening coefficient decreases with heating and is zero at the liquidus T s :
3 Numerical simulations
Compression test description
As a first validation of the proposed material models, a simple compression test of a cylinder made of Sn-15%wt Pb alloy, described in figure 5 , has been simulated and compared to available results on compression load [5] . The cylinder is 10mm high and has a radius of 7.5mm. One section is discretized using a 10 by 10 mesh. The material parameters have been found in the literature ( [4] , [5] , [6] ). The die velocity and temperature are 38mm/s and 150 o C respectively. The friction coefficient is 0.3 and the initial temperature is such as the initial liquid fraction will be 37%. figure 6 , the loading pressures for different models show good agreement with the reference [5] . The loading pressure is a little bit higher than in the isothermal case because of the drop of temperature due to the contact with the colder die. In figure 7 , the apparent viscosity at the inner center of the cylinder (see Fig. 5 ) is compared for the three proposed laws. At the start of the loading, we can observe a peak of viscosity for the first two proposed models. This peak is much lower in the case of the enhanced law because of the lower strain rate sensitivity m. Then, a drop of viscosity occurs with loading. In the case of the micro-macro law, this drop of viscosity does not happen. In fact, in the present case, the strain rate is too low to reach the threshold that is discussed in [4] . In figure 8, we can see the evolution of the liquid fraction compared to the new internal parameter of effective liquid fraction. Before loading, the initial liquid fraction and cohesion degree are set to 37 % and 1 respectively. Thus, the effective liquid fraction starts at a value of 0. During the forming process, some solidification occurs (f l ↓) due to the thermomechanical contact with the cold die. At the same time, the structure is broken-down by shearing, and the cohesion degree decreases. Thus, the effective liquid fraction increases due to the release of some entrapped liquid.
Residual stresses
During a second step, the residual stresses have been computed using a mechanical analysis with imposed temperature evolution. The calculation is then made in two successive steps. The forming stage with a uniform drop of 5 • C representing the die contact is followed by the unloading and the cooling down to room temperature. In figure 9 , the cohesion degree at the inner center of the cylinder is compared for all proposed formulations. During the forming process, the drop of temperature causes a decrease of the liquid fraction. Thus, the enhanced formulation of Eq. (11), which takes the liquid fraction into account, predicts a higher cohesion degree than Eq. (2). In the case of the steady-state formulation of Eq. (18), λ drops as soon as the deformation starts because the model assumes that the structure has enough time to adapt to the new strain rate state, and then it increases with the solidification. During the stage of unloading, the formulation of Eq. (2), which does not depend on the temperature, predicts a slow recovery of the semi-solid material, while Eq. (11) and Eq. (18) predict a fully built-up structure (λ = 1) as soon as the solidus is reached, which makes physical sense.
The distribution of residual stresses is not represented here, but we can say that the calculation predicted Von Mises stresses of 1.5MPa inside the billet, and a maximum of 16MPa on the surface.
Dynamic analysis
Finally, the influence of die velocity has been studied using a mechanical analysis with a uniform imposed drop of temperature of 5 • C.
For higher die velocities, we can see in figure 10 that, beyond a certain level of deformation, the viscosity starts to increase in the case of the initial model while it tends to zero in the enhanced model and it starts to reduce in the micro-macro law. If the solid network keeps breaking-down, the initial viscosity law will raise tremendously while the enhanced one will tend to zero and the micro-macro viscosity would drop drastically as observed in [4] . 
Conclusion
The initial law limits have been overcame by the new proposed model without adding any new material parameter. The micro-macro model gives also good results. Now the model can degenerate properly to pure solid or liquid as well as free solid suspensions behavior. Residual stresses, but also thermomechanical and transient behavior occurring in a thixoforming process have been modelled. The next steps of the research are the accurate validation of the model by comparison of more sophisticated simulations to experimental data and particularly the identification of the material parameters.
